The laser induced fluorescence, and laser excited, dispersed fluorescence spectrum of the cyclohexoxy radical has been observed under two sets of free-jet cooling conditions, characterized by rotational temperatures of approximately 1 and 100 K. Although 5 conformers of cyclohexoxy are possible, it appears that all presently observed spectral bands can be accounted for by a single one. All cold spectral bands are assigned to the B − X electronic transition of the cyclohexoxy radical. Transitions to both a and a B state vibrational levels are observed and allowed due to a substantial pseudo-Jahn-Teller effect in the X state. Hot bands are also observed which we attributed to transitions to the B state from the low-lying A electronic state. Analysis of the spectra yield vibrational frequencies for the X, A, and B states as well as the energy separations of their vibrationless levels.
Introduction
Alkoxy radicals are of considerable interest due to their importance in combustion and atmospheric chemistry. The smallest alkoxy radicals, methoxy, CH 3 particularly due to the use of supersonic jet-cooling techniques. [9] [10] [11] [12] However, all these spectroscopic studies
have been on open-chain alkoxies with no work on cyclic alkoxy radicals, despite the presence of the latter's precursors in combustion fuels and their significance in atmospheric chemistry.
For example, the cyclohexoxy radical is a key intermediate in the oxidation of cyclohexane, which is an important constituent of automobile fuel. Platz et al. 13 studied the fate of cyclohexoxy radicals produced in the atmospheric degradation mechanism of cyclohexane. The cyclohexoxy radical was also reported in the troposphere as an intermediate in the reaction of the OH radical with cyclohexane in the presence of NO.
14 Several techniques including Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy, air-sampling atmospheric pressure ionization tandem mass spectrometry and UV absorption spectroscopy of the precursors or final products were used to monitor indirectly changes in cyclohexoxy concentration.
Direct spectral observation of cyclohexoxy would provide both information about its structure and a convenient diagnostic for its monitoring. Recently, Zhang et al. 15, 16 demonstrated these advantages by observing the laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) excitation spectrum of cyclohexoxy in a near-to-ambienttemperature (225-300 K) cell and used the LIF intensity as a probe in the kinetic study of the radical's reaction with O 2 . While a very significant experiment, the relatively low resolution and congestion of the observed spectrum leaves many questions unanswered about cyclohexoxy's spectroscopy and it's use as a diagnostic.
The electronic structure of the cyclohexoxy radical is similar to that of the previously studied open-chain alkoxy radicals. The unpaired electron is localized on the oxygen atom in an orbital either perpendicular to, or lying in, the symmetry plane (assuming one exists) of cyclohexoxy, giving rise to the ground X and a low-lying A state, A and A in C s symmetry. The study of open-chain alkoxy radicals has revealed that the B − X electronic transition is essentially the excitation of an electron from the C-O σ orbital to the half-filled p-π orbital localized on the oxygen atom. 17 The corresponding electronic transition of cyclohexoxy 2 is expected in the UV region in the vicinity of those of the open-chain radicals.
While the electronic structure of the cyclic and acyclic hexoxy radicals are similar, the ring will certainly introduce different vibrational and rotational structure. Like the larger open-chain alkoxies, multiple conformers of cyclohexoxy are possible. However the nature of the conformers, deriving from the chair and boat forms of cyclohexane are rather different. The conformational structure and sterodynamics of cyclohexane, and its substituted variants, has fascinated physical and organic chemists alike for decades. Nevertheless little is known about these issues under low temperature jet conditions. 18 Even less is known about radical derivatives, but the recent spectroscopic progress holds potential for a better understanding of these matters.
In this paper we report the jet-cooled LIF excitation spectrum of cyclohexoxy radical, obtained both under so-called hard (≈1 K) and moderate expansion (≈100 K) conditions. Rotationally resolved highresolution (≈200 MHz) spectra were recorded in order to get structural information about the radical, and as an aid in the conformational sorting of the spectral lines. Dispersed fluorescence (DF) spectra were taken pumping different bands of the B − X excitation spectrum, to obtain valuable information about the A and X state energy separation, X and A state vibrational structure, and conformers present. In addition to the experimental work numerous quantum chemical calculations were carried out to gain further insight into a number of aspects of cyclohexoxy's structure and spectra.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 an overview of the experimental and computational results is presented. In section 3 the technical details of the experiments are described, followed by section 4, where the experimental results are presented. Section 5 summarizes the quantum chemical claculations and their predictions relevant for the analysis. The analysis of the experimental spectra, using the computed results, is presented in section 6. Finally, the paper is completed by a short summary (Section 7).
Spectral and Structural Overview of the Cyclohexoxy Radical
It is extremely useful to begin with an overview of cyclohexoxy's electronic and geometric structure and the spectroscopic results that we have obtained. The details of our experiments are presented in Section 3.
However in brief we have obtained laser induced fluorescence (LIF) excitation spectra in two different jet environments. One of these is referred to as a "hard" expansion, similar to that which we used in earlier alkoxy work and for which we found temperatures of order 1 K from the analyzed rotational structure. A second "moderate" expansion condition yielded spectra with a temperature of the order of 100 K, as deduced from the rotational contours of the bands. Fig. 1 shows a survey scan of the LIF spectrum under hard expansion conditions. Fig. 2 expands the scale of the low frequency end of the LIF spectrum, upon which this paper concentrates, and shows it under three temperature conditions, hard expansion (bottom), moderate expansion (middle), and a spectrum (top) taken in a flow tube at about 226 K by Zhang, et al. 15, 16 In addition a number of bands have been recorded with higher resolution, yielding partially resolved rotational structure.
Besides the LIF excitation spectra we have also recorded laser excited, DF spectra for a number of the bands labelled by letters in the middle trace of Fig. 1 . Examples of such DF spectra are shown in Fig. 3 .
Figs. 1, 2, and 3 show rich spectral content with great complexity. To guide us in the analysis of these spectra we have carried out quantum chemical calculations. The details and results of these calculations are described in Section 5. We here draw upon these results to qualitatively describe the potential energy surface (PES) expected for the cyclohexoxy radical. We further base our discussion on what is generally known for cyclohexane and its closed-shell, mono-substituted variants.
It has been previously suggested 19 that the PES relating the various conformations of cyclohexane, or substituted cyclohexane, can be visualized on a globe, as is depicted in Fig. 4 . For cyclohexane itself, the center of the globe would correspond to the (high-energy) planar form with D 6h symmetry. Lower energy, realizable configurations of cyclohexane are located on the surface of the sphere. The chair forms, at the poles, have D 3d symmetry with two non-equivalent sets of hydrogen, equatorial and axial, that can be substituted. The other principal form of cyclohexane can be characterized as a boat structure and various forms of the boat are located along the equator of the globe. The simple boat has C 2v symmetry while the twisted boat has D 2 symmetry. It is generally accepted, both from experiments and calculations, 19-21 that due to steric repulsion the boat forms lie 6-8 kcal/mol higher in energy than the chair forms. Of the boat forms the twisted boat configurations are expected to best minimize ring strain and steric repulsion and lie lower in energy (≈1-2 kcal/mole below the C 2v boat). The D 2 symmetry of the twisted boat forms implies 4 three distinct kinds of hydrogen (axial, equatorial and inclinal) that can be substituted.
Using the above 5 geometries of cyclohexane as starting points, we have performed calculations that lead to distinct local minima that correspond to unique stable conformers of the cyclohexoxy radical. These structures are depicted in Fig. 4 , with the numerical values of their energies given in Table 2 . In addition we have calculated the barriers (marked in Fig. 4 by arabic numerals) between the conformers and these values are given in Table 3 . In Fig. 5 a path along the surface of the globe interconnecting chair-axial and chair-equatorial conformers is shown with a quantitative scale for the variation of the potential.
It is worth noting that the 3 twisted boat conformers of cyclohexoxy retain only C 1 symmetry, but possess mirror image enantiomers on the back side of the globe. (Where necessary, configurations on the front and rear face of the globe will be distinguished by R and S prefixes respectively.) The two chair conformers, if located on the outter rim of the sphere, would retain C s symmetry. In Fig. 4 the two chair conformer appear to lie at the poles but as Fig. 5 shows they are actually located just below the respective poles. This removal of the C s symmetry is due to the pseudo-Jahn-Teller effect, as explained more fully in Section 5.2.
In our recently reported studies of the open-chain alkoxies, 11, 12 1-propoxy, 1-butoxy, and 1-pentoxy, we assigned, unambiguously, spectra arising from multiple conformations, populated in our free jet expansion, via a detailed analysis of the rotational structure of the vibronic bands. For 1-propoxy we identified both possible conformers, in 1-butoxy, 3 of the 5 possible conformers, and in 1-pentoxy, 5 of 15 possible conformers.
For the more complex alkoxies we did not observe all possible conformers, but clearly in all cases we identified more conformers than would be thermally populated at the 1 K temperature that is associated with the rotational structure, as determined by the rotational analysis. Additionally it is worth noting that for all the open-chain alkoxies the conformer that is calculated to be lowest in energy, has always been observed.
A challenging question facing the analysis of the LIF spectra of Figs. 1 and 2 is certainly which conformers are present therein.
As described in the Introduction, the observed LIF transition is between the B and X states, with a low-lying A state also expected. Clearly each of the 5 conformations possess the three electronic states, X, A, and B. One would expect similar, but not identical, LIF and DF spectra involving the 3 states of each conformer. This is illustrated in Fig. 6 for two of the conformations, chair-axial and chair-equatorial.
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To produce the cyclohexoxy radical, photolysis of the precursor just above the throat of the nozzle was performed using a XeF (Lambda Physik ComPex110) excimer laser at 351 nm or the third harmonic of a Nd:YAG laser at 355 nm, similar to the approach for generating open-chair alkoxy radicals. The precursor, cyclohexyl nitrite, was prepared via the reaction,
Cyclohexyl nitrite samples were stored only briefly before use. For the hard expansion helium ≈120 psi (≈0.83 MPa above atmosphere) backing pressure passed over the nitrite sample at ≈5
• C and the resulting gaseous mixture was expanded into the chamber using a standard pulsed valve (General Valve) with a 0.50 mm orifice. For the moderate expansion experiment, the orifice and armature were removed from the valve.
The 2 mm aperture of the valve still provided cooling for the precursor. However, in order to save sample and helium, the temperature of the sample bomb was lowered to -15 • C and the backing pressure was reduced to ≈20 psi. The temperature of the spectrum was estimated from its rotational contour, assuming a simplified model for its rotational structure.
Different experimental arrangements were used to take (i) medium and (ii) high-resolution LIF spectra, and (iii) DF spectra. Details of the LIF apparatus and the supersonic jet system have been given elsewhere.
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For the moderate resolution experiments the probe beam was generated from a dye laser (Questek PDL3) pumped by a XeCl excimer laser (Lambda Physik EMG103), with a line width of ≈0.1 cm −1 . Five different laser dyes (PTP, BPBD, BBQ, Exalite 376, and 351) were used to cover the extent of the cyclohexoxy LIF spectrum. The resulting fluorescence was collected perpendicular to the probe laser beam with a one inch f/1 lens ≈15 mm downstream and imaged onto a photomultiplier tube (PMT). All data were calibrated using an optogalvanic cell.
For the high-resolution experiment, the probe beam source was changed while the rest of the apparatus remained the same. The experimental setup used to obtain dispersed fluorescence spectra has also been discussed in detail elsewhere. 24 Briefly, the nitrite precursor was similarly seeded into helium (60 psi) before the jet (General 
Experimental Results

LIF Excitation Spectra
As indicated in Section 2, there are a number of complications possible in the LIF and DF spectra of the cyclohexoxy radical. For the remainder of this paper, we shall concentrate on the lower frequency portion of the LIF excitation spectrum, shown in Fig. 2 , and the DF spectrum recorded when exciting lines therein.
By comparing the 3 traces in Fig. 2 it is evident that the LIF excitation spectrum is quite temperature sensitive. One can note that many of the strongest lines in the two higher temperature traces are very weak or completely missing in the lowest temperature trace. One must conclude that these bands are "hot bands". Based upon our earlier discussion of the electronic and geometric structure of cyclohexoxy, three hypotheses concerning their nature can be considered: i) "conventional" vibrational hot bands, ii) transitions of a different conformer(s), iii) transitions from the low-lying A electronic state.
To attempt to choose the right explanation from these three hypotheses we have labelled the bands in 7 the moderate expansion trace of Fig. 2 with primed letters if their relative intensity decreases markedly in going from the moderate to the hard expansion. These results are tabulated in Table 1 which gives the line positions of the lettered bands in Fig. 2 . From Table 1 it is clear that each "hot", primed band has a corresponding "parent" band 62±3 cm −1 to higher frequency. The major contribution to the error in the difference is the frequency shifting of the line centers from the hard expansion LIF spectrum to the moderate one due to the changing of the rotational contours at different temperatures, yielding values of ≈61 cm −1 in the cold expansion and ≈64 cm −1 in the moderate one. This is clearly useful but not definitive information for distinguishing among the three hypotheses above.
To gain further information we have taken high resolution, at least partially rotationally resolved, spectra of many of the lettered bands in Fig Table 1 indicates that there are no exceptions to the observation of two, and only two, rotational structures for any of the lettered bands that have been rotationally resolved. It is worth noting that for only one (F ) of the six observed primed bands, has a high-resolution spectrum been observed. This is because the high-resolution spectra to be usefully resolved, must be recorded at the lowest temperature, and of all the "hot" bands only F has enough intensity under these jet conditions to be observable with sufficient strength to rotationally resolve its spectrum. show clearly resolved structures, but above 3000 cm −1 these features are fused into broad unresolved bands.
Laser induced dispersed fluorescence spectra
Additionally one can observe only weak features in the spectra red shifted from the origin, and from the members of the above mentioned C-O stretch progression.
The other four spectra show somewhat different features at first look. First, one can identify only weak bands (spectra recorded via bands C and E) or no bands at all (spectrum recorded via bands B and D)
at the frequencies of the strong C-O stretch progression of the spectrum recorded through band A and F. Furthermore, each of these four spectra shows a relatively strong feature red shifted from the origin by roughly the same energy as the energy difference (∆E AP ) between band A and the band of the LIF spectrum excited by the pumping laser. A very pronounced progression built upon these bands with the same interval (about 1100 cm −1 ) as was observed in the other two DF spectra can also be seen. As a consequence, shifting the middle four DF spectra in Fig. 3 to the blue by approximately ∆E AP results in six almost identical DF spectra.
Computational Results
In order to support the analysis of the LIF and DF spectra numerous quantum chemical calculations have 
Conformers and Conformational Barriers
It has been shown earlier 11, 12 that nearly all the strong transitions of the B − X excitation spectra of larger open-chain alkoxy radicals involve the vibrationless origin and the C-O stretch vibration progression of different conformers. The conformational assignments in these works were based on the comparison of the calculated rotational (and electron spin-rotation) constants with the molecular constants fitted to the rotationally resolved spectra. Since the fitting procedures require the determination of 10-12 parameters (3 rotational constants of the ground and 3 rotational constants of the excited state, and 4-6 spin-rotation constants), relatively good starting values of the parameter are necessary to achieve a successful fit. Hence, the calculated constants of the various conformers are used as different starting parameter sets.
Furthermore, the calculations are important not only to predict the geometry of the conformers, but also to estimate their relative energies. This is because higher-lying conformers with low barriers to other lowlying conformers most likely relax and are unlikely found in significant concentration under jet conditions.
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Geometry optimizations were performed at the B3LYP/6-31+G* level of theory and as previously described in Section 2 lead to 5 unique minima (stable conformers) on the global PES. The rotational constants resulting from these optimizations together with the calculated relative energies of these conformers are listed in Table 2 with the latter being shown graphically in Fig. 5 . A similar procedure has been used to find the barriers between the different conformers. First, initial structures have been generated by the replacement of the non-equivalent hydrogen atoms with oxygen atoms of the two structures (half-chair and boat) belonging to the conformational barriers of cyclohexane. Then using one of these geometries and the geometry of two of the previously optimized conformers the transition structures were optimized by the Synchronous Transit-Guided Quasi-Newton (STQN) method. 27 The optimized barrier heights are listed in Table 3 , and illustrated in Fig. 5 .
According to the B3LYP/6-31+G* calculations the lowest energy conformer is the chair-equatorial, which is ≈250 cm −1 , less than 1 kcal/mol, more stable than the chair-axial conformer. On the other hand the energy of the three twisted boat conformers is more than 6 kcal/mol higher. The barriers from the twisted-boat to the chair conformers are about 4-5 kcal/mol higher (which means 10-11 kcal/mol barrier from the chair to the twisted-boat conformers), while a barrier between a twisted-boat conformer and its mirror image is very small, less than 2 kcal/mol. From these results it can be expected that one or both of the lowest energy chair structures are likely present under our experimental jet conditions since as noted previously, in the openchain alkoxies the lowest, and often the penultimate lowest, conformer have always been observed. Therefore, our initial attention will concentrate on the chair conformers, with passing mention of the similarities and the differences between the chair and twisted-boat conformers. Once an assignment is made to one or both of the chair conformers, the twisted-boat conformers can be considered as necessary.
Energy Separation of the A and X States and the Pseudo-Jahn-Teller Effect
An important piece of information about the cyclohexoxy radical is the energy separation (and equilibrium geometries) of the X and A states. The DF spectra provide an experimental way of obtaining the energy separation between the A and X states. To extract this information one has to distinguish the band in these spectra belonging to the origin of the A state from bands belonging to the vibrationally excited levels of the X (and A) states. Clearly, this assignment can be aided with reliable quantum chemical predictions of both the energy separation of these two states and the vibrational levels in both states. In this work the energy difference between the A and X states of the two chair conformers of cyclohexoxy radical were calculated at the B3LYP/6-31+G* level of theory. These calculations (without zero-point vibrational energy corrections) resulted in 110 cm −1 and 72 cm −1 A 2 A − X 2 A gaps at the C s -symmetry structures (see Figure 6 ) of the chair-equatorial and the chair-axial conformers, respectively. Clearly, the smallness of the separations means that in percentage terms its numerical value is poorly determined, and possibly even the relative ordering of the 2 A and 2 A states is in doubt. Nonetheless the calculations do indicate a very low-lying A state.
Since these gaps are extremely small, it is important to check whether the pseudo-Jahn-Teller interaction distorts the two potential energy surfaces. The geometry optimizations started from C 1 -symmetry structures resulted in 101 cm −1 and 49 cm −1 (for chair-equatorial and the chair-axial conformers, respectively) stabilization as compared to the optimized C s -symmetry point of the X potential energy curve (see Figure 6 ). It is important to note at this point that because of artificial symmetry-breaking problems, 28, 29 simple low-level single-reference theories, including the B3LYP, are not the best suited to determine this stabilization energy.
On the other hand, methods theoretically better for this problem, 30, 31 like the equation-of-motion ionization potentials coupled cluster singles and doubles (EOMIP-CCSD) method, given the size of the investigated molecule are hardly feasible.
The relatively large distortion shown in Figure 6 can have an important effect on the excitation spectrum.
Namely, for C s geometries the excitation of a vibrational modes is symmetry forbidden. Lowering the symmetry gives intensity to these transitions, especially for the vibrational modes that have significant projections on the pseudo-Jahn-Teller distortion coordinates.
B − X Excitation Energies
The absolute, calculated B − X and B − A excitation frequencies (ν 00 ) are not expected to be accurate enough to help assign the vibrationless band origin of either the X or A state, or any given conformer. However the difference in the ν 00 's of two conformers is likely useful information, since the inherent cancellation of errors results in a more reliable prediction.
To obtain dependable predictions for the key chair conformers their excitation energy was determined Table 4 . A conclusion of these calculations is that the B − X ν 00 value of the chair-equatorial conformer is expected to be ≈1000 cm −1 higher in energy than that of the chair-axial conformer.
This relatively large spectral shift is caused by the opposite ordering of the energy of the two chair conformers in the X and B states. This result can be rationalized by the combination of the steric and the hyperconjugative (or anomeric) effects. 19 Generally the steric repulsion between the axial oxygen and the axial hydrogens in the 3 and 5 positions destabilizes the axial conformer. In contrast to this the hyperconjugative effect between the axial oxygen and the axial hydrogens in the 2 and 6 positions stabilizes the axial 12 conformer with respect to the chair-equatorial conformer. The steric effect is the dominant one in the ground state, while the anomeric effect is much more important in the B state due to the very weak sigma bond.
Similar phenomena were observed in the case of the gauche and trans conformers of 1-propoxy radical.
11, 32
Vibrational Frequencies
The calculated lowest 15 harmonic vibrational frequencies of the two chair conformers are listed in Tables 5   and 6 
Discussion
The spectral data for the cyclohexoxy radical contain primarily information about the vibrational and rotational structure of both the X and B states, with potentially additional information about the A state.
However the extraction of this information requires some conclusions to be reached about the number and possibly the identify of the conformers represented in the spectra. As was shown in section 4.1, all the bands appearing in the low-energy region of the LIF spectrum can be sorted, based upon their rotationally resolved band structure, into two band types. Consistent with this observation, quantum chemical calculations reveal that the cyclohexoxy radical has two low-energy conformers, which could well be populated in jet conditions.
Ergo the assignment of the LIF bands seems to be obvious at first thought; transitions with one band type correspond to the chair-equatorial conformer, while the other bands, having different rotational structure, belong to the chair-axial conformer. This explanation also would be consistent with the previous works
11, 12
on 1-alkoxy radicals, which showed that different conformers exhibit different band types, and each transition belonging to the same conformer has nearly identical rotational structure.
However, in the case of the cyclohexoxy radical there are additional observations, which conflict with the above explanation. First of all, bands A, C, E, F, G, and J have a rotational structure (type I) different from the only corresponding satellite band (F ) that have been rotationally resolved. This observation does not particularly support the two-conformer assignment; rather it suggests that all the rotationally resolved bands belong to the same conformer, since otherwise the parent band and its corresponding hot band satellite must be assumed to belong to different conformers.
The DF experiments are also in accord with the single conformer hypothesis. To help resolve this paradox, we recall the computational results presented in section 5.2. These calculations predict that the relatively strong pseudo-Jahn-Teller interaction will remove the C s symmetry of the X state. Therefore, some asymmetric (a in C s symmetry) vibrational transitions may occur in the electronic spectrum. If this possibility is realized the B − X spectrum of even a single conformer should consist of two different kinds of transitions, one set ending on B state a vibrational levels, and the other ending on a vibrational levels. The rotational structure of the two sets will be quite different since one transition must have an in-plane transition moment while the other must be perpendicular.
B State Vibrational Assignments
Based upon the above arguments, we are led to believe that if we omit the primed bands, which are certainly hot bands, we should be able to assign the bands in Fig. 2 to the fundamentals (a and a ), combinations, and overtones of a single conformer species. Since the B state vibrational frequencies of either the chair-axial or chair-equatorial conformer are fairly similar, the calculated frequencies of either Table 5 or 6 can be used as a guide for these assignments. We expect that the majority of lines within ≈800 cm −1 of the origin to be B state fundamentals, which are divided into two groups with distinct band types, based upon the symmetry (a and a ) of the B state vibrational level.
We take band A as the origin of the electronic transition. We can then assign a number of the other experimentally observed bands with the aid of the theoretically predicted vibrational frequencies given in Tables 5 and 6 Table 7 ) and the strong line F (688), both of which have type I rotational structure.
We would also expect strong a transitions to levels whose vibration has significant projection along the pseudo-Jahn-Teller distortion, which, as noted in Section 5.4, are principally ν 47 (291) and ν 46 (427). We assign these modes to transitions with type II rotational structure, i.e., lines B (302) and D (407). These assignments are summarized in Table 7 . Table 7 shows some 20 additional bands below ≈1200 cm −1 can be assigned to combinations and overtones of these modes or other fundamentals.
Finally we note that there are a relatively small number of weak bands in the 750-1000 cm −1 range that are not assigned. This is not surprising. As the calculated frequencies of Tables 6 and 5 show there are 15 fundamentals below 1000 cm −1 , and we have only assigned transitions to 9 of them. Additionally numerous combinations and overtones, as well as possible weak vibrational hot bands, exist in this region. Therefore, it is not unexpected that there will be a number of transitions for which unambiguous assignments are impossible.
We now turn to the assignment of the bands observed under moderate expansion but not in the hard expansion. These bands are listed in Table 8 which shows that most of the bands have the same B state vibrational assignment as a corresponding parent band in Table 7 . It is clear that the strong, primed bands only occur for transitions to totally symmetric vibrational levels of the B state.
From the assignments in Table 7 , we can summarize the experimentally determined B state vibrational frequencies in Table 9 . Using Table 9 we can make a detailed comparison with the predictions of the vibrational frequencies of the chair-axial and chair-equatorial conformers in Tables 6 and 5 , respectively, to gain some information about the identity of the observed species. If one assigns the B and D bands to asymmetric vibrational modes of the chair-axial conformer then the discrepancy between the calculated and the observed frequencies would be more than 50 cm −1 (≈15%) for both bands. On the other hand, the assignment of these bands to the asymmetric vibrations of the chair-equatorial conformer results in ≈5% difference between the experimental vibrational levels and the predicted ones. Similar, but somewhat less pronounced, differences can be found between the two conformers when the low-frequency symmetric vibrations are assigned.
Another relatively noticeable difference between the two conformers is the C-O stretching frequency. It was discussed in section 5.2. that there are two vibrational modes (ν 23 and ν 22 ) of each conformer that have considerable C-O stretching character. The lower energy one is closer to the pure C-O stretch in the chair-axial conformer, while the higher energy mode has somewhat more C-O stretch character in the chairequatorial conformer. In the LIF spectrum bands E and F correspond to these two frequencies, the higher frequency band F appearing with higher intensity. Since the B − X transition mainly affects the C-O bond, a vibration which has more C-O stretching character should appear with higher intensity. Consequently the observed relative intensity of the bands also favors the suggestion that the carrier is more likely the chair-equatorial conformer.
It is also worth comparing our jet-cooled spectrum with the near ambient spectra of Zhang et al. 16 They assign a progression (in their paper denoted by A) involving 4 transitions to the CO stretch in the B state with a 1-0 interval of 689 cm −1 . This is consistent with our band F at 688 cm −1 in Table 7 , and while Table 7 does not extend into the higher frequency region, additional members of the progression can easily be identified in the broad scan of Fig. 1 . However Zhang et al. additionally report six more progressions (B-G) and suggest they arise from combination bands involving other B state vibrations with the vibration producing the strong A progression. Table 7 shows that in only one of these progressions (G) is there a corresponding band listed within 10 cm −1 . Furthermore in our cold spectrum, even the G band progression is very weak. We expect that most of the lines in the ambient temperature B-G progressions in fact arise from hot levels in the X state, likely vibrational in nature.
Finally, we should mention that in contrast with our explanation, Zhang et al. assigned the lines in their cyclohexoxy spectrum to the chair-axial conformer based upon a comparison of the observed and calculated B state frequencies for their A progression (band F being the first member in our spectrum). However, their argument is based on the unscaled CIS frequencies. Due to the problems with the CIS calculations, discussed in section IV.4., we find an assignment based upon these calculated frequencies less convincing, and favor the chair-equatorial assignment.
Primed Bands and A State
We now turn our attention to the origin of the hot, satellite bands, marked by primed letters, in the spectrum.
Since these bands appear at ≈60 cm −1 red shifted from the corresponding bands of the cold spectrum, they presumably belong to a transition from a level ≈60 cm −1 above the vibrationless level of the X state.
Assignment of the hot bands to a different conformer is improbable since it is unlikely that two different conformers have precisely the same vibrational frequencies and intensities, except for the a vibrations being absent for one conformer. This hot band level is also unlikely a vibrational level, because the calculations do not predict such a low-frequency vibrational mode for any of the conformers of the cyclohexoxy radical.
On the other hand, the computed energy separation of the A and X electronic states, while admittedly not particularly accurate, has the correct magnitude. Therefore, it is reasonable that the prime bands belong to transitions from the zero-point vibrational level of the A state to vibrational levels of the B state.
It needs to be remembered that, unlike the X state potential energy surface, the A surface has its minimum at the C s symmetry geometry; therefore, excitation to asymmetric a vibrational levels of the B state is forbidden from the A state. This is consistent with the observations that only the a bands (type I rotational structure) from the X state have corresponding primed bands. Furthermore, transitions from the zero-point vibrational energy level of the A state to a vibrational levels of the B state have the same vibronic symmetry; and transition dipole, as do transitions to a levels of the B state from the vibrationless level of the X state. This, together with the fact that the rotational constants in the A and X states are almost identical, gives reason for one to expect nearly isomorphic rotational structure (type II) of the B − X transitions to a vibrational levels and the hot, primed bands, B − A transitions to a levels.
We have tried to examine the rotational structure of the primed bands using our high-resolution laser system. However, we find that even with the high-resolution laser to clearly distinguish rotational structures requires the very cold, hard expansion conditions. Unfortunately under these conditions the primed bands are either very weak or non-existent as is shown in Fig. 2 . Fortunately we have been able to obtain a high resolution spectrum attributable to band F , whose corresponding band F is the strongest in Fig. 2 . As Fig.   7 shows, the resolved spectrum clearly has type II rotational structure, as required by the above argument, for it to arise from the A state. Thus the assignment of the primed bands to A transitions appears to be supported by the rotationally resolved spectrum. However, we should mention that there is an important caveat. While the resolved band in the hard expansion matches the primed band frequency in the moderate expansion well within experimental error, it is impossible to prove that the bands observed under the two sets of conditions arise from the same transition. It is conceivable that the rotationally resolved band is a cold transition from the X state to, for example, (ν 25 + ν 47 ) in the B state, which is "buried" by the much stronger F band, coincidentally at the same frequency, in the moderate expansion spectrum.
DF Spectrum
We consider now whether the DF data are consistent with the one-conformer explanation and with the vibrational and A state assignment in the LIF excitation spectrum. First, we investigate the DF spectrum (see Fig. 3 ) obtained by pumping band A, the vibrational origin of the excitation spectrum. The lowest energy feature in this spectrum is the band red shifted by 60±8 cm −1 from the origin. As noted earlier no vibrational mode is expected at this low frequency. Most importantly, this red shift is within experimental error equal to the energy difference observed between a given primed band and its corresponding parent band in the LIF spectrum. Consequently this feature is assigned as emisson to the zero-point vibrational energy level of the A state. The other distinct feature of the spectrum is a progression of about 1100 cm −1 , with complicated structure, that can be assigned to the C-O stretching vibrational progression of the X and A states. As was mentioned before, the C-O stretching vibration is coupled to many other vibrational modes in both states. As a consequence of this all these modes occur with relatively high intensity in the DF spectrum generating the complex band structures with a ≈1100 cm −1 interval. Due to the increasing 20 density of vibrational states with increasing energy these features become broader and less well resolved.
No other vibrational modes appear with high intensity in the DF spectrum. In Table 9 we give the ν CO stretching frequencies for the X and A state as derived from the DF spectra.
As noted earlier, when other bands in the LIF spectrum are pumped, their DF spectra become nearly identical to that of band A, presumably the origin, if they are shifted by an appropriate interval. The "shift"
of the other DF spectra might occur for various reasons. One of these reasons could be the non-radiative relaxation of the excited radicals to the zero-point vibrational energy level of the B state before photon emission. However, this possibility can be excluded for two reasons. First, the non-radiative relaxation can be effective only if the particle density is high enough to withdraw the excess energy by collisions before the re-emission of the photon. This condition is probably not satisfied in our experiments; moreover the spectra did not change when the backing pressure was reduced by nearly an order of magnitude. Second, non-radiative relaxation can be excluded by the fact that some spectra, like the one taken pumping the E band, show a "shift" which is not exactly equal to the energy difference between the A band and the pumped
band.
An alternative, better explanation for the "shifts" is based on the Franck-Condon factors for different transitions. Namely, when other than the vibrational origin or a member of the C-O stretching vibrational progression of the B state is pumped, the C-O stretching progression does not appear directly in the DF spectra but rather its combination bands with the vibration of the pumped band, appear. This is due to the fact that the vibrational frequencies and the wave functions, except the ones with considerable C-O stretching character, are very similar in the B and the X states and especially between the A and B states.
Consequently the Franck-Condon factors for these modes are largest for ∆v=0 transitions.
Furthermore, the first band of these spectra should appear at the frequency of the corresponding normal mode of the X or A state which explains why the "shifts" are not exactly equal to the B state vibrational frequencies corresponding to the pumped bands. On the other hand, the C-O stretching mode is completely different in the B state from that of the A or X states. This means that if the DF spectrum is recorded via a vibrationally excited mode that involves the C-O stretching vibration, then both the pure C-O stretching progression and combination bands should appear in the spectrum, with more C-O stretching character in the pumped band causing more intensity in the pure C-O stretching progression in the emission. This situation occurs in the case of the DF spectra obtained when bands E and F were excited. From the comparison of these two spectra it is evident that the transition corresponding to band F has significantly greater C-O stretching character. This observation, together with the quantum chemical predictions for the C-O stretching characters of the different vibrational modes of the two chair conformers supports the assignment of these bands to the chair-equatorial conformer.
Rotational Structure
At this point it appears that the observed LIF spectrum can be explained as arising from a single conformer, There are two important questions remaining to be answered. Which conformer is present? In C s symmetry is the ground X state 2 A or 2 A ? (The A state will be the other symmetry.)
We are presently working on a detailed rotational analysis using the same techniques that allowed us to assign the rotationally resolved spectra of the open-chain alkoxies. However, owing particularly to what is expected to be large spin-rotation coupling due to the nearness of the A and X states, this analysis is complicated and not yet complete. However, it is fair to say that at present the B − X bands terminating on B state a vibrational levels appear more consistent with an in-plane (a ) electronic transition moment.
Such a result if proven to be correct, would imply that ground electronic state is X 2 A , in contradiction to the predictions from density functional theories (DFT) calculations. As noted earlier, the very small energy difference between the X and A state makes it difficult to estimate the reliability of the ordering from the calculations.
The rotational constants resulting from such a detailed analysis of the rotational structure should definitely distinguish among possible conformers. Although the rotational analysis is not yet complete, we have seen there is independent evidence from the vibrational spectra that favors assignment of the observed bands to the chair-equatorial conformer.
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The LIF and DF spectra of the cyclohexoxy free radical have been observed under free jet expansion conditions. In the LIF excitation spectrum well over 150 distinct lines have been observed and roughly 50 lines have been studied in some detail. Two different types of expansions, characterized by rotational temperatures of 1 and 100 K have demonstrated that a number of lines, termed hot bands, either nearly or entirely disappear at the lowest jet temperature.
We assign these hot bands to transitions to the origin and excited vibrational levels of the B 2 A state from the vibrationless level of the low-lying A electronic state of cyclohexoxy. The remaining cold spectral lines we assign to the same B state levels but these transitions originate from the vibrationless level of the ground X electronic state. The cold spectral bands have two distinct types of rotational structure, which correlate with the symmetry, a or a , of the B state vibrational level. We attribute the observance of the "forbidden" a bands to a distortion of the X state geometry by a pseudo-Jahn-Teller effect. From this data we determine experimentally a number of B state vibrational frequencies. In addition the frequency difference between the hot bands and their corresponding parent determines the A − X energy separation to be 62 cm −1 . This result is confirmed by the DF spectra which also yield experimental values for some of the X and A state vibrations.
While cyclohexoxy should possess 5 distinct conformers, it appears that the spectral lines thus far examined in detail, all belong to a single conformer. This conclusion is primarily based upon the observance of only two distinct rotational structures (explained as a and a transitions) for the vibronic bands, and is further collaborated by the similarity of the DF spectra obtained by exciting different lines in the excitation spectrum.
We do not have a definitive assignment for the observed conformer, but three independent lines of reasoning, based upon comparison of observations to quantum chemistry calculations, appear to favor the chair-equatorial form. First the calculations indicate it is (barely) the lowest energy conformer and in all alkoxies previously studied the lowest energy conformer has always been observed. Additionally vibrational frequencies in the B state from the LIF spectrum and vibrational intensities in the DF spectrum to X state levels appear to better correlate with the quantum chemistry predictions for the chair-equatorial conformers. A more complete rotational analysis is now in progress, but because of the spectrum's complexity, involving an asymmetric top with significant spin-rotation coupling, this work will require some time to complete.
However such an analysis holds promise for a definitive resolution of the X state electronic symmetry (based on assigned band type) and the identity of the observed conformer (based upon a comparison of the experimentally determined rotational constants with those of various conformers, as predicted by the quantum chemical calculations). a All quoted band frequencies refer to band maxima observed under hard expansion conditions except for lines A , E , and G which were only observed under moderate expansion conditions. The estimated error in the absolute frequencies of the band maximum measurements is ±0.5 cm −1 .
b N/A -not available. These lines were not strong enough to obtain rotationally resolved scans under hard expansion conditions. The spectrum has been approximately corrected for variations in laser intensity.
2. Expanded view of low frequency region of the LIF spectrum of the cyclohexoxy radical taken under three different temperatures. The top trace is from the work of Zhang, et al. 15, 16 In none of the traces has variation in laser power been normalized.
3. Dispersed fluorescence spectra of the cyclohexoxy radical. The traces are labelled by the bands (see 
